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It’s Three Machines in One

The Root 66 is a real advance in sectional cable machine design. No mid-range
machine has its versatility and power.

You can clear 2" to 3" lines up to 125 ft. long with 5/8" sectional cables, and clear
4" lines up to 150 ft. long with 7/8" sectional cables – and you can switch from
one to the other in seconds, without touching the jaws, without an adapter,
without tools. And for sink drain work, slip on a drum that holds smaller cables.

To operate, just feed a cable into the line and slide the back end into the machine.
The excess cable goes into a guide tube. Turn on the sealed motor, press down
on the handle, and the Root 66 starts spinning the cable at 400 rpm.

The cable stops rotating as soon as you lift the handle,
so there’s no additional torque buildup. When using a
drum for small drain work, the drum stops
turning when you lift the handle
to the neutral position.

The Root 66 has a wide four
point base for greater stability.
Its interlocking tubular
construction also gives it
excellent durability. To
protect the gears from
dirt and for easier cleaning,
the machine has two
internal plastic shields.

Key Features

n	Clears 1-1/4" through 4" drain lines.

n	Drives both 5/8"
and 7/8" sectional cables.

n	Change cables instantly–
no tools or adapters required.

n	Small drum holds 25 ft. of 5/16"
Flexicore cable to clear 1-1/4" to 2" lines.

We compared several machines, and for strength,
durability, ease-of-use, and function,

only Root 66 met our standards.
Tyler Scott, Pipe Dreams Sewer & Drain, LLC

Optional Small drum
Clear 1-1/2" – 2" lines
with 5/16" x 25' cable.

 Cable Carriers
 Easily transport cables to

 and from the job with light
 weight Velcro strap with handle.


